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Politicians Ignore The Australian Constitution To Maintain Power
Summary:
The Australian Parliament has become an unworkable joke. Our Constitution has been disrespected
and ignored. The politicians must face the consequences of their actions. We deserve far better from
Mr Turnbull. He must close the Parliament down until the High Court sorts out this fiasco.
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Constitutional Crisis - Politicians Create A Shambles
Australia is in the middle of its worst ever Constitutional crisis. This Parliament is illegitimate. The
laws it has passed are invalid. Many of the people who were elected did not have the decency,
diligence or intellect to make sure they were eligible to sit. The politicians involved can’t just walk
away. There are penalties to be enforced and paid. This is not a joke. The Constitution is very clear in
its intent. Ignorance of the law is no excuse.
Have you noticed that there is one set of rules for us and a raft of alternatives for the elite …. and
the politicians they use to control us?
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You fill out a form wrongly at Centrelink of don’t document a $200 tax deduction properly and you
are at risk of all manner of penalties. If you’re a politician and part of a dodgy Parliament you can
dictate your own terms regardless what the foundation document of our nation requires.
Politicians must be held to account if you want genuine reform
The High Court and Parliament should not protect and insulate pollies that have broken the law. Life
is harsh for too many of us. If you stuff up you cop it. A farmer has a couple of bad seasons and the
bank takes his land and sells it to Chinese “investors” with dirty money. A small business owner
miscalculates and they lose the lot. A homeowner signs a dodgy bank contract and when their
situation changes they’re turfed into the street.
Are we being harsh demanding politicians obey the law? They made a bad decision they can cop the
consequences. If they were ineligible to stand it means they collected taxpayer money under false
pretenses. They are supposed to pay it back with interest. Life is tough ...... join the club.
You think people are angry? You bet. We are so sick of the farce we see every day in Canberra.
Pollies have been ignoring and disrespecting the Constitution for decades. They are deliberately
undermining its protections ....... and we are paying them for this? Get real!
What are they actually achieving that benefits the people’s interests?

Did
they ban corporate and foreign donations to political parties? No
Have they set up a Federal ICAC? No
Did they fix the school curriculum and stop the continuing slide in our children’s performance? No
Have they seen to it that an elderly pensioner doesn’t have to wait twelve months for a hip
replacement or cataract surgery? No
Have they put in place policies to make sure that most people can afford to own a home if they so
choose? No
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Have they stopped bankers from profiting from criminal and unethical behaviour? No
Have they set up a powerful Royal Commission into the banking and finance sector? No
Have they seriously tackled two of the biggest harms devastating far too many of our people –
domestic violence and suicide? No
Are they ready to handle the collapse of full time work and rise in under and unemployment due to
rapid developments in artificial intelligence and automation? No
Is anything they are doing ensuring that our kids get a fair go building a life with security and
prosperity? A life that is not worse than their parents dealt with? No
Have they faced the fact that societal ills such as mental illness, drug & alcohol abuse, violence and
freelance crime (as opposed to State sanctioned crime) is in large part caused by the pathological
society they have helped create? No
While all the above have been left undone what have they been doing?
Rather than put resources where it counts there is plenty of money to give billions to banks in tax
cuts. Plenty for military adventures that cause heartache, mayhem and population displacement on
the other side of the planet. Plenty to continue inflating the banking cartel Ponzi scheme.
Who are they working for? It’s almost like they are deliberately sabotaging our country.
The High Court better take a very close look at this because if we go back decades we’ll
very likely find other ineligible politicians that appear to have engaged in treason. Yes
folks we have to face it …. we are on the edge of ripping off the horrible scab of historical
Constitutional abuse.
We are being choked with paper chains and debt. Our prosperity and freedom is being destroyed by
politicians who don’t even have the right to sit in Parliament. Disrespect our Constitution and you
disrespect us. Throw the book at them.
The Two Party – Pea & Thimble Trick
It’s all just a part of the two party trick folks. The two Greens, Ludlam and Waters, resigned as soon
as they realised they were ineligible to sit due to contravening Section 44 of the Constitution. Open
and shut case. What do LNP and ALP do? They dither and distract while refusing to budge ...... And
their leader Turnbull has the gall to back them to the hilt. This guy should work for the banks ….. oh
yeah …. he does.
There is only one reasonable course of action ... and a decent leader would have done it
by now. Shut down the Parliament until the matter is sorted by the High Court. Don't
worry about how we'll go without politicians appearing in the news every day. The
country will be just fine.
The people spoke loud and clear at the last election. We don’t trust either party to look after our
interests.

Every single day politicians get a chance to earn our respect but it can only be done by
actions taken ....... not by words spoken.

We’ve been sold out. Wage growth is stagnant, housing is unaffordable, a crash looms. Corporate
powers continue to fleece us with government blessing. Our assets are being sold off to foreign
interests.
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We’re going backwards and our leaders fiddle with BS while this shambles continues. Pathetic!
All the pollies are serving foreign interests. The only thing holding this corrupt system in place is
deliberately manufactured fear, ignorance and apathy – aided by the propaganda focused media and
education systems. Just wait till people wake up.
We have rights and freedoms that must be respected and cherished. We do not exist to be abused
and ripped off by criminals and thugs.

You will never be given your freedom by a politician ….. you have to take it.
The Section 44 fiasco explained in link below - as is Section 51 and its power over our monetary
system.
Related Links: Section 44 - Protector of the Nation
Section 51 - Our Power Over Money
Australia's Bill of Rights and Responsibilities
The Paper Chains That Bind You
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